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Baltimore Center Stage is a professional, nonprofit institution committed to entertaining, engaging, and enriching audiences through bold, innovative, and thought-provoking classical and contemporary theater.

Named the State Theater of Maryland in 1978, Baltimore Center Stage has steadily grown as a leader in the national regional theater scene. Under the leadership of Artistic Director Kwame Kwei-Armah OBE and Managing Director Michael Ross, Baltimore Center Stage is committed to creating and presenting a diverse array of world premieres and exhilarating interpretations of established works.

Baltimore Center Stage believes in access for all—creating a welcoming environment for everyone who enters its doors and, at the same time, striving to meet audiences where they are. In addition to our Mainstage, Off Center, and Family Series productions in the historic Mount Vernon neighborhood, Baltimore Center Stage ignites conversations among a global audience through our digital initiatives, which explore how technology and the arts intersect. The theater also nurtures the next generation of artists and theater-goers through the Young Playwrights Festival, Student Matinee Series, and many other educational programs for students, families, and professionals.
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The time has come. Our historic building has reopened after a year of major refurbishment. We are truly excited to be home—and we’re genuinely happy you are here, experiencing this remarkable transformation with us.

Our transformation is multi-fold, and some changes are more apparent than others. Audience members are greeted with the Peter Culman Entry Plaza, a dedication to one of the major figures who made this the theater it is. Patrons can enjoy the new, expanded lobby and atrium, the Sherman Café and Bar, the new fourth floor Nancy K. Roche Bar and Deering Lounge, and other public spaces designed for gathering and conversation. We’re also thrilled with our new Eddie C. and C. Sylvia Brown Education Center, the Terry H. Morgenthaler Costume Shop, and our brand new Third Space for works not typically found on our main stages.

Other changes are less obvious: a new HVAC system, new sound systems, new wiring, and other structural improvements—these combine to support the quality experience you deserve.

We’ve added “Baltimore” to our name, reflecting the pride we have in our city and in our heritage as a cultural institution. We want to acknowledge that we stand in the footprints of the artists and patrons of Baltimore who have built this theater’s stellar reputation. And when the national and international spotlight shines on the work of our theater and the theater’s family, we want to give credit where it’s due: to our home city and to the artists, craftspeople, technicians, educators, and administrators who live and work here. And of course, the members and donors who make it possible.

And here, in the completely renovated Head Theater, you’ll experience the best of theater design and technology all in service of bringing exceptional art to Baltimore. Thank you for coming home with us and for your ongoing patronage and support.

Kwame Kwei-Armah
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Michael Ross
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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THE WHITE SNAKE

BY MARY ZIMMERMAN

DIRECTED BY NATSU ONODA POWER

BASED ON THE CLASSIC CHINESE FABLE

FEB 24 – MAR 26

Please turn off all electronic devices.
There will be a 15-minute intermission.

The White Snake is produced by special arrangement with Bruce Ostler, BRET ADAMS, LTD., 448 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036. bretadamsltd.net

World Premiere Commissioned and Produced by the Oregon Shakespeare Festival
Artistic Director Bill Rauch
Executive Director Paul Nicholson
TIME AND PLACE
A long time ago, and yesterday.

The action of the play begins on the peaks of Mount Emei in China, then winds its way down to the city of Hangzhou, exploring such real-world landmarks as West Lake, Golden Mountain Monastery, Thunder Peak Pagoda, and the fantastical realm of the Kunlun Forest.

WEST LAKE: Located in Hangzhou, the beauty of the lake has long attracted locals and tourists alike. Parks, pagodas, and temples—some built over 1,000 years ago—surround the lake.

KUNLUN FOREST: The forest served as the dwelling place for gods, goddesses, and fantastical creature spirits. Notoriously difficult to find, it has been associated with various means of obtaining longevity and immortality.
Mary Zimmerman is the Manilow Resident Director of Goodman Theatre, a member of Lookingglass Theatre Company, and holds an endowed chair as a professor of performance studies at Northwestern University. She is the recipient of a 1998 MacArthur Fellowship, the 2002 Tony Award for Best Director of a Play and numerous Jeff Awards (including Best Production and Best Direction). In addition to *The White Snake*, her credits include *Metamorphoses* on Broadway, *Treasure Island*, *The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci*, *Journey to the West*, *The Odyssey*, *Mirror of the Invisible World*, *Silk*, *Arabian Nights*, *Argonautika*, *The Secret in the Wings*, *Candide*, *Eleven Rooms of Proust*, and *The Jungle Book*. She also created *Galileo Galilei*, a new opera with composer Philip Glass. Additional directing credits include *Pericles*, *Henry VIII*, and *Measure for Measure* at New York Theater Festival's Shakespeare in the Park. She made her Metropolitan Opera directorial debut in 2007 with *Lucia di Lammermoor*, which she also directed at La Scala in Milan. Subsequent Met productions include *Armida*, *La Sonnambula*, and *Rusalka*, which debuted in February 2017.

**DIRECTOR NATSU ONODA POWER ON MARY ZIMMERMAN AND THE WHITE SNAKE**

The story of Mary and myself is like the story of White Snake and Green Snake. Mary is the White Snake to my Greenie, who says to White Snake in the play: ‘I have hundreds of years before I reach your level.’

The power of this story is that it transcends everything that divides us—culturally, historically, politically. It is important to me, however, that we do not simply call the story “universal,” because that sounds like a move to ignore all cultural specificity and differences. It is the opposite: the characters clearly see their differences, and still make the commitment to love the other person, whatever it entails.

The above is an excerpt from an interview with the director. To read the full interview, visit centerstage.org.
A STORY THAT SNAKES THROUGH TIME

By Deanie Vallone, Production Dramaturg

The story of White Snake has shed its skin countless times, taking on numerous new shapes over the centuries, both in form and content. In its birthplace, China, *The White Snake* enjoys a popularity as a cultural touchstone equal to stories like Cinderella or Beauty and the Beast here in the West. Like those tales, versions of *The White Snake* have morphed over the centuries—winding from oral tradition to written word to the stage, expanding from China to neighboring countries, even reversing the story’s moral geometry. Heavily influenced by the different regions in which they were conceived, by changing social values, and by individual storytellers themselves, variations in the text reflect the diversity and development of China over more than a thousand years. In exploring the world of White Snake and her companions, we must keep in mind that the legend—like White Snake herself—is not constricted by a single form.

**SONG DYNASTY**

975: Thunder Peak Pagoda is first constructed in Hangzhou, China.

981: First published version of the White Snake legend appears in an anthology of folktales. This version features an evil shape-shifting demon who has a brief affair with a human; when the man returns home, he melts into his sheets.

1040: Chinese printers perfect movable type, enhancing existing block-printing techniques.

1148: Hangzhou is officially designated capital of Southern Song; imperial palace is built there.

**MING DYNASTY**

1500s: A new version of the legend is written: *Story of the Three Pagodas on West Lake*. In it, a man named Xi Xuanzan meets a young girl and an old woman and accompanies them home, where they are greeted by a beautiful woman in white. The three women, actually demons in disguise, intimidate Xi Xuanzan into marrying the woman in white. Eventually, a Taoist priest saves him by imprisoning the demons under stone pagodas along West Lake.
1624: Feng Menglong writes *Madame White Forever Confined under Thunder Peak Pagoda*, the first long-form novelization of the legend. The novella expands on the characters of Little Green and Fa Hai, White Snake takes on more sympathetic qualities, and the story as a whole includes specific times and places.

QING DYNASTY

1738: *Thunder Peak Pagoda*, a play by Huang Tubi, is the first to include a prologue and epilogue that contextualizes the myth, exploring and explaining the seemingly “tragic” ending of White Snake’s imprisonment.

1771: In another theatrical treatment, by Fang Chengpei, Little Green becomes a snake spirit (as opposed to a fish or other creature, as in previous versions).

1908: An anonymous Buddhist monk writes *The Precious Scroll of Thunder Peak*, which assembles all recorded endings and subplots of the folktale.

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

1924: The original Thunder Peak Pagoda collapses.

2002: Thunder Peak Pagoda is rebuilt.

2012: Mary Zimmerman’s *The White Snake* premieres at Oregon Shakespeare Festival.

Thunder Peak Pagoda, 2012.
**The World of The White Snake**

“I like to stage the impossible,” Mary Zimmerman said about her adaptation of *The White Snake*. While perhaps not technically impossible, to put on stage a world of shape-shifting snakes, animal spirits, and various deities certainly took the craftsmanship and creativity of many collaborators. The artistic team involved in building this world—one drawing equally from mythology and history, fantasy and reality—shared some thoughts on how they have approached this latest retelling of an ancient tale, and ways they have found to make the impossible possible.

**Hana S. Kim**

SET & PROJECTION DESIGNER

One of the places that was special to me is the place where White Snake and Xu Xian meet, West Lake. It’s where they fall in love. But rather than being too specific or on-the-nose, I wanted to be slightly more abstract to contain all of the layers of the story, which allows us to breathe with more possibility.
I wanted to do something with the floor, the idea of lines. The floor connects to a ramp and goes up; I hope this helps suggest that the sky and floor are connected. It’s kind of like infinity; this continuous curve should have that kind of feeling. I also plan to use a lot of Chinese traditional drawings. There will be parasols that will take projections, and other prop items that will also take videos. Hopefully projections won’t look like projections in this production. It should have a little bit of a magical quality to it.

“ONE OF THE PLACES THAT WAS SPECIAL TO ME IS THE PLACE WHERE WHITE SNAKE AND XU XIAN MEET, WEST LAKE.”
Transformation and reinvention are constant metaphors of The White Snake. The text itself points beautifully to how many versions of this story there have been throughout time. When working on the costumes, I was very conscious of the fact that we were creating our own incarnation of a Chinese fable as told through an American lens.

It was important to me that the clothes not portray Chinese culture as a moment frozen in history, because much as White Snake transforms through her encounters with others, culture continues to shift and evolve as it opens to the world. The world we create should reflect the next moment in the continuum of the history of The White Snake, not offer a diorama of the past. As such, when designing the costumes, I took my cues partly from contemporary Chinese fashion, particularly that which seeks to reinvent more classical forms. I hope that in doing so, the story of White Snake transforms again and continues to speak to us on the other side of the world, thousands of years after its first telling.
I don’t want to call this story universal, because that’s a move that ignores all of our differences and reduces human experience into one thing. What I think is most beautiful about the story is that they fully recognize their differences as humans and snake spirits, and still choose to accept each other. My big question with the script was, why does White Snake fall in love with Xu Xian? He is not a superhero—he’s kind of a nerdy guy, and he’s sweet. The answer that I arrived at was in his last speech: he fully recognizes who White Snake is, but he’s also able to see beneath that and still choose to be with her. And I think that what happened in their first meeting was that White Snake recognized Xu Xian’s ability to do that. Recognizing another person fully is not just an action, it’s an ability.
JEFF SONG
MUSIC DIRECTOR

Though the story of White Snake was born in China thousands of years ago, this adaptation was imagined through a contemporary and Western lens (Mary Zimmerman’s). The diverse creative team that is building this production is not rooted in any one place or culture, either. My personal lens is informed by my background as a Korean-American who was born in Arkansas, raised in Iowa, and based in Boston. As the Music Director (and one of the composers), what excited me about this project was the challenge to create original and contemporary music that is stylistically and ethnically fluid. Toward this end, the team of actor-musicians with whom I collaborate is composed of multi-instrumentalists who are fluent in a range of musical genres, and can play both Western and non-Western instruments in non-traditional and unconventional ways.

Some of the instruments that make up the musical soundscape of The White Snake: marimba, cello, kayagum, bass guitar, violin, viola, toy piano, shakuhachi (pictured top), and oud (pictured right).
THE CAST

Caitlin Cisco*
Ensemble
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Off-Broadway—The Hundred We Are. Regional—Capital Rep: 4000 Miles (Amanda); UV Theater: The Seagull (Masha). Education—BFA, University of Michigan. caitlincisco.com

Samy el-Noury
Ensemble
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Regional—Inis Nua Theater, Mosaic Theater, Imagination Stage, Smithsonian Discovery Theater. Education—University of Maryland, College Park. Professional—Smithsonian’s Tools of Discovery: Teaching Artist; Baltimore Annex Theater: General Manager.

Jason Kao Hwang
Actor-Musician/Composer (violin/viola)
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Jason has created works ranging from jazz, “new,” and world music. Recent—released the CD VOICE and his octet Burning Bridge, premiered his composition blood at Edgefest (MI). Awards—In 2012, National Public Radio selected Burning Bridge as one of the year’s Top CDs and the Downbeat Critics’ Poll voted him “Rising Star for Violin.” In 2011 and 2012 the critics’ poll of El Intruso voted him #1 for Violin/Viola. In 2010, the NYC Jazz Record selected Commitment, The Complete Recordings, 1981-1983, from a collective quartet that was his first band, as one of the “Reissued Recordings of the Year.” Violinist—worked with Will Connell, Jr., Butch Morris, Pauline Oliveros, Wadada Leo Smith, William Parker, Anthony Braxton, and Yoshiko Chuma.

Aimé Donna Kelly*
White Snake
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Off Broadway—Primary Stages: Exit Strategy (Sadie); Epic Theatre Ensemble: Macbeth (Witch), Othello (Bianca). Regional favorites—Philadelphia Theatre Company: Disgraced (Jory); Arden Theatre Company: Macbeth (Lady Macduff/Weird Sister); Orbiter 3: Moon Man Walk (Petrushka); InterAct Theatre Company: The Dangerous House of Pretty Mbane (Barrymore Awards Best Actress nomination), We are Proud to Present…(Black Woman); 1812 Productions: This is the week that is; Theatre 4 the People: Unsex Me Here (Cleopatra); Applied Mechanics: We are Bandits (Sharon); Delaware Theatre Company: The Exonerated (Georgia); Theatre Exile: The North Plan (Shonda). Film/TV—Iron Fist, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Education—The University of the Arts.

Lucy Lavely*
Ensemble
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Regional—Pioneer Theatre: One Man Two Guvnors; Shakespeare & Co.: The Taming; Asolo Rep: Other Desert Cities, The Grapes of Wrath; Urbanite Theatre: Chicken Shop; 59 East 59: Widow of Toms Hill.
Great performance deserves applause.

WE SUPPORT THE ARTS IN OUR COMMUNITY.

It takes creativity, discipline, and talent to produce a great performance. That’s why we’re proud to support Baltimore Center Stage and its work to engage, educate, and inspire.

Learn more about the work we’re doing in the community.
troweprice.com/responsibility
Education—MFA, Florida State University/Asolo Conservatory; BA, University of Notre Dame. Proud AEA/SAG/AFTRA member. lucylavely.com

Brett Messiora*
Ensemble
Baltimore Center Stage: Les Liaisons Dangereuses.
Regional—Adventure Theatre: The Emperor’s Nightingale (Prince Bao). Film/TV—Criminals at Work. Education—Loyola University Maryland. Professional—Movement Director, 7 Ronin Productions.

Pooya Mohseni*
Ensemble
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Off/Off Broadway—The Maids (Madame, dir Ben Gunderson); NYMITF & SAIPAF: Death of a Persian Prince (title role, written/dir Dewey Moss); Fringe NYC: Touch of Forever (dir Michael Tartaglia). Regional—Kansas City Rep, reading of Man in Love (Bernice, dir Marissa Wolf). TV/Film—USA Network/Amazon Prime: Falling Water (Dr Duria/Recurring Guest Star); CBS: Madam Secretary (Season 1, dir Eric Stoltz); Award—Academy Award finalist Columbia University Grad thesis: Day 39 (dir Jesse Gustafson, avail on Vimeo). Writing—Medium.com: “I was born a Girl in a Boy’s Body;” Stageandcandor.com: “The Privilege of Passing,” “Trick or Trans,” Advocate.com: “Living Trans, from Iran to New York City,” a biographical article by Mitch Kellaway about Pooya’s journey as a transgender woman and artist, from her home in Tehran to New York City. Education—Maggie Flanigan Studio; The PIT, FIT.

Joe Ngo*
Xu Xian

Eileen Rivera*
Green Snake
Congratulations
We’re looking forward to your season of magic, of transformation, of coming home.
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Jeff Song
Actor-Musician/Composer (Music Director)
Baltimore Center Stage: debut.

Linden Tailor*
Ensemble
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Regional—TheatreWorks: Tokyo Fish Story; Round House Theatre: Eurydice; Synetic Theatre: A Christmas Carol; Imagination Stage: Lyle the Crocodile, Hip-Hop Anansi, Lost and Foundling; Adventure Theatre: If You Give a Cat a Cupcake, Stuart Little, The Emperor’s Nightingale. Film/TV—Going In Style (dir Zach Braff), Shades of Blue, Master of None, Odd Mom Out, The Detour, Happyish. Education—MFA, University of Florida; BFA, Virginia Commonwealth University. AEA, SAG-AFTRA.

Damian Thompson*
Ensemble

Yukio Tsuji
Actor-Musician/Composer (shakuhachi, percussion)
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Broadway—Salome (dir Estelle Parsons, feat Al Pacino); Macbeth; Night Over Taos; Last Days of Judas Iscariot (dir Estelle Parsons); M. Butterfly (co-arranger and performer); Transposed Head (dir Julie Taymor). Film—Year of the Dragon (composer, performer).
A UNIQUE APPROACH TO MODERN AMERICAN FLAVORS

Mount Vernon
518 N. Charles Street
443.869.3381
@warehouse518
warehouse518.com

Dine from our prix-fixe menu in this historic, casually chic, Mt. Vernon mansion.

THE ELEPHANT
924 North Charles Street

Valet Service
Tuesday - Sunday
5:00 - 6:30 pm prix-fixe menu
5:00 - 10:00 pm full menu available

443.447.7878 | TheElephantBaltimore.com

CALL 410-576-1200 TO BOOK THE SPECIAL CENTER STAGE RATE

starting at
$99 PER NIGHT

Make yourself at home at the Home2 Suites by Hilton® Baltimore Downtown, featuring modern studio-style suites, free hot breakfast, high-speed WiFi and a convenient location steps from Center Stage.

BOOK TODAY

HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON
BALTIMORE DOWNTOWN
8 East Pleasant Street,
Baltimore, MD 21202

baltimoreinnerharborhotel.com

MAGNIFIQUE

Marie Louise
BISTRO & CATERING

904 N. CHARLES STREET, BALTIMORE, MD 21210
BISTRO: 410-385-9946 | CATERING: 410-385-9956
FAX: 410-385-9958
Other—Kei Takei’s Moving Earth Dance Company; Window of The City for the Shanghai Expo; 9 Acts: Tantalas (performer, dir Sir Peter Hall with The Royal Shakespeare Company); New York City Ballet: Watermill (directed by Jerome Robins). Member of SaraGalas Band based in New York.

Peter Van Wagner* Fa Hai
Films—Annie, Tower Heist, Arthur, Hollywood Ending, Purple Violets. TV—Peter has guest starred on episodes of all the Law & Orders, The Good Wife, Unforgettable, Rescue Me, Third Watch, and All My Children. Awards—SAG Award for Outstanding Ensemble for HBO’s Boardwalk Empire.

Joshua Ziemann
Actor-Musician/Composer (marimba, percussion)
Education—Illinois Wesleyan University, Boston Conservatory at Berklee, and Longy School of Music. joshuaziemann.com
Stop in before the show; we won’t let you miss the curtain!

We’re just around the corner for cocktails or dessert!
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OPEN MON - SAT AT 5PM
Natsu Onoda Power  
**Director**  
Baltimore Center Stage: debut.  
Playwright credits include—Georgetown University: Wind Me Up, Maria!; A Go-Go Musical; Forum Theatre: The T Party (writer/director); Company One Theater Boston: The T Party, Astro Boy and the God of Comics (writer/director; Elliot Norton Award, 2015); Synetic Theatre: A Trip to the Moon (writer/director/illustrator); Studio Theatre: Astro Boy and the God of Comics.  
**Director** credits include—Mosaic Theatre, Theater J, Studio Theatre, Adventure Theatre.  
**Professional**—Associate Professor in Georgetown’s Theater and Performance Studies program, where she has staged adaptations of non-dramatic texts, such as War with the Newts (Karel Capek), On the Origin of Species (Charles Darwin), The Omnivore’s Dilemma (Michael Pollan), and Madness and Civilization (Michel Foucault).  
**Education**—PhD in Performance Studies from Northwestern University.  
**Other**—Author of God of Comics: Osamu Tezuka and the Creation of Post World War II Manga, University Press of Mississippi.

Hana S. Kim  
**Scenic and Projection Designer**  
Baltimore Center Stage: debut.  
**Regional**—Magic Theater: Dogeaters, Every Five Minutes, The Other Place (all dir Loretta Greco); Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts: City of Conversation (dir Michael Wilson).  
**Opera**—LA Opera: Wonderful Town (dir David Lee), New York City Opera and Long Beach Opera: Falstaff (dir Andreas Mitisek); CSULB Opera: Magic Flute (dir LeRoy Villanueva).  
**Video Art Installation**—Pearls of the Planet at Annenberg Space of Photography, Emille at Baryshnikov Arts Center in NY.  
**Education/Awards**—UCLA School of Theater Film and Television, Princess Grace Award in Theater Design, Theater Bay Area Critics Circle Award, StageScene LA Award, Stage Raw Award, Ovation Awards multiple nominations.

Nicole Wee  
**Costume Designer**  
Baltimore Center Stage: debut.  
**Off-Broadway**—Closer Than Ever (dir Richard Maltby); Storyville (Henry Hewes and Audelco noms—Outstanding Costume Design, York Theatre Co.); Fellowship for Performing Arts: Martin Luther on Trial; Emerging Artists Theatre: The Sensational Josephine Baker.  
**Regional**—Fellowship for the Performing Arts: The Great Divorce.  
**Professional**—Associates in the Arts film, theatre, and television; Costume designer for the arts: Back Home Again; Muhlenberg SMT: Crazy for You, Spamalot; Peterborough Players: I Do! I Do!; Boheme Opera NJ: Tosca; Florida Studio Theatre: Ruined (regional premiere, Best Costume Design: Best of the Suncoast 2010).  
**Education**—MFA, New York University.
Mick O’Shea’s

328 N. Charles St.
410.539.7504
mickosheas.com

Open Daily
11:30am-2am

Brunch Sat. & Sun.
11am-3pm

Live Music Thursday-Saturday
Kitchen open until Midnight

Serving Irish Favorites: Fish & Chips,
Shepherd’s Pie, Bangers & Mash +
Fresh Seafood, Steaks, & Much More!

Baltimore Center Stage Patrons
Receive 15% off
*Show your ticket or performance reminder
email to your server

Baltimore’s Best Local Pub!

Mount Vernon Stable & Saloon

Pre & Post Theater
Reservations Accepted
Present your ticket to receive
15% discount

Open Late to Serve You
12am weekdays
1am weekends

909 N Charles St.
Baltimore, MD
410.685.7427
mtvernonstable.com

the ROOM

coffee
lite fare
craft beer and wine
free WiFi
cool vibes

800 St. Paul St, Mt. Vernon
theroom800.com
443-438-7889

CHARM CITY

BOTTLED BREWED & BRED IN BALTIMORE

MEADWORKS

Baltimore Center Stage Patrons
Receive 15% off
*Show your ticket or performance reminder
email to your server

Baltimore’s Best Local Pub!
Alex Hawthorn  
Sound Designer  
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Off-Broadway/NYC—Acorn Theater: Straight; Playwrights Horizons: Fly By Night; The Civilians and the Public Theater: The Great Immensity; Theater Reconstruction Ensemble: Rhinebecco, NY, You on the Moors Now; NAATCO: A Dream Play; Theater Mitu: Juárez: A Documentary Mythology, Death of a Salesman, Medea, DR.C (Or How I Learned to Act in Eight Steps), HAIR; NYMF: WikiMusical, MapMakers Opera, Tonya and Nancy: The Rock Opera; The LIDA Project: ¡El Simio! (or a contemporary retelling of Eugene O’Neill’s The Hairy Ape); Target Margin Theater: Old Comedy from Aristophanes’ Frogs; Artful Conspirators: Leaving IKEA.  

Andrea “Dre” Moore  
Puppet Designer and Constructor  

Education—BFA- Virginia Commonwealth University, Crafts (Metalsmithing, Woodworking, Textiles).

Other—Company member: Flying V Theatre; Member of the Society of Properties Artisan Managers.

Tommy Kurzman  
Hair, Wig, & Makeup Design  
Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Recent makeup design—In Transit, The King & I National Tour (LCT Production), NBC Live Upfronts, Long Day’s Journey into Night (w/ Jessica Lange), Bright Star, Fiddler on the Roof, Thérese Raquin (w/ Keira Knightley) on Broadway.  
Associate Hair Design (w/ Tom Watson)—The King & I (Tour & Bway), Falsettos, Bright Star, Fiddler on the Roof, Dames at Sea, The Sound of Music (2016 Tour). Opera—the Met Opera, Opera Theatre of St. Louis, Santa Fe Opera Theatre. Built and designed wigs for Broadway/tours—Wicked, Act One, Million Dollar Quartet, You Can’t Take It with You, Waiting for Godot/No Man’s Land, Annie, Rock of Ages. Built and designed wigs for Film/TV—NBC: Chicago Med, Showtime: Masters of Sex. Upcoming designs include—ART: The Night of the Iguana (Makeup/Assoc. Hair Design); WNO: Champion (Assoc. Hair Design); MTC: The Little Foxes (Makeup/Assoc. Hair Design; w/ Cynthia Nixon and Laura Linney).

Rick Sordelet  
Fight Choreographer  
Rick and his son, Christian Kelly-Sordelet, are the creators of Sordelet INK. Baltimore Center Stage: Les Liaisons Dangereuses. Broadway—70 shows including The Lion King, Beauty and the Beast, Eclipsed. National Tours—Beauty and the Beast, Les Miserables. International—53 productions including Tarzan, Aida, The Lion King, Beauty and the Beast, Ben Hur Live (Rome and European tour). Opera—The Met Opera: Cyrano (w/ Placido Domingo), Don Carlo (dir Nicholas Hytner); The Royal Opera House; La Scala (Milan). Film—The Game Plan, Dan in Real Life, Brave New Jersey, LIV, Hamlet. TV—CBS: Guiding Light (Chief Stunt Coordinator for 12 years); Kevin Can Wait. Instructor—Yale School of Drama.  
Awards—Edith Oliver Award for Sustained Excellence from the Lucille Lortel Foundation; Jeff Award for Outstanding Fight Director for Romeo and Juliet at the Chicago Shakespeare Theater.  
Author—Buried Treasure, Choices. sordeletink.com

Stella Choi  
Movement Coach  
Success is an outcome, but it’s also a process. At the law firm of **Miles & Stockbridge**, we partner with our clients—speaking their language, learning their craft from the ground up. Visit us at [www.milesstockbridge.com](http://www.milesstockbridge.com).

**Miles & Stockbridge** is proud to support **Baltimore Center Stage**. Congratulations on beautifully renovated facilities.

**Stephanie Klapper**
Casting Director

Baltimore Center Stage: The Secret Garden, Herzog Festival (4000 Miles and After the Revolution), It’s a Wonderful Life; A Live Radio Play, Next to Normal, Vanya and Sonia…, Stones in His Pockets, dance of the holy ghosts, …Poe, The Whipping Man, A Skull in Connemara. Selected credits include: Broadway—Bronx Bombers; A Christmas Story, The Musical; Dividing the Estate; Bells Are Ringing; If Ain’t Nothin’ But the Blues. Off Broadway—Daniel’s Husband; That Golden Girls Show!; Fade; Exit Strategy; The Roads to Home; Informed Consent; The Winter’s Tale; The Glass Menagerie; Billy Porter’s While I Yet Live; The Model Apartment; Emotional Creature; Karen O’s Stop the Virgins!. Regional—Many theaters including: Asolo, Canadian Stage Company; Cincinnati Playhouse, Capital Rep, Ford’s, Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival; Kansas City Rep, Milwaukee Rep, Berkeley Rep, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Oregon Shakespeare Company, Old Globe, Actor’s Theatre of Louisville. Film/TV—Another Dance With Death; Poor Behavior; Stag; Alice Jacobs is Dead, Roberta, Feast of the Goat; Sidewalk Stories. TV—Lazytown. Member—Casting Society of America and League of Professional Theatre Women.

**Alison Kochman**
Assistant Stage Manager

Baltimore Center Stage: debut. Regional—The MUNY: Fiddler on the Roof, Young Frankenstein, 42nd Street, Into the Woods, The Buddy Holly Story, Holiday Inn, My Fair Lady, Grease (ASM). Other—The University of Iowa—Iowa New Play Festival 2015 (PSM); Crescendo (SM); Doxxed (SM); American Idiot (ASM); Die Fledermaus (ASM). Education—MFA, University of Iowa; BA, Trinity University.

*Members of Actors’ Equity Association
Artistic Director

KWAME KWEI-ARMAH

Kwame Kwei-Armah OBE is an award-winning British playwright, director, actor, and broadcaster. At Baltimore Center Stage he has directed Marley, One Night in Miami..., Amadeus, dance of the holy ghosts (City Paper Top Ten Productions, 2013), The Mountaintop, An Enemy of the People, The Whipping Man, (named Best Director), and Naomi Wallace’s Things of Dry Hours. In 2014, Kwame was named Best Director in City Paper’s Best of Baltimore, and he was a finalist for SDC’s Zelda Fichandler Award for Best Theater Director. Among his works as playwright are Elmina’s Kitchen, Let There Be Love, A Bitter Herb, Statement of Regret, and Seize the Day. Beneatha’s Place debuted at Baltimore Center Stage in 2013 as part of The Raisin Cycle. Other directorial credits include One Night in Miami... at London’s Donmar Warehouse, Twelfth Night, The Comedy of Errors, Much Ado About Nothing and the world premiere of Detroit ’67 at New York’s Public Theater, Wallace’s The Liquid Plain at Signature Theatre, Dominique Morisseau’s Skeleton Crew at the Lark Play Development Center, and the world premiere of The Liquid Plain at Oregon Shakespeare Festival. In 2017, he will direct One Love: The Bob Marley Musical, which he also wrote, at Birmingham Repertory Theatre. He has served on the boards of TCG, Steinberg Playwright Awards, The National Theatre, and The Tricycle Theatre (London), and as Artistic Director for the World Arts Festival in Senegal. He was named the Chancellor of the University of the Arts London, and in 2012 was named an Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire.

Managing Director

MICHAEL ROSS

Michael Ross returns to Baltimore Center Stage after working for seven seasons as managing director of Westport Country Playhouse. From 2002 to 2008 he was managing director of Center Stage. Previously, Ross was managing director of Long Wharf Theatre (1997–2002) where he was on the producing team for the commercial transfer of the Pulitzer Prize winner Wit. He was general manager and business manager at Hartford Stage (1986–1996). Ross served as program officer/project director at National Arts Stabilization, and worked with Baltimore Opera Company and Alley Theater, Houston. Ross has consulted in fundraising, board development, executive search, and strategic planning for theaters nationwide, including Kansas City Repertory Theatre, SITI Company, Wilma Theater, Trinity Repertory Company, Eugene O’Neill Theater Center, and Everyman Theatre. He has been a panelist for programs hosted by the National Endowment for the Arts, Theatre Communications Group, and New England Foundation for the Arts, among others, and was an adjunct professor in The Yale University School of Drama Theater Management Program. He has served on numerous Boards including Theatre Communications Group, The National Women’s Hall of Fame, and the Connecticut AIDS Residence Coalition. Ross currently serves on the Board of the Burry Fredrik Foundation.
Hana S. Sharif is a director, playwright, and producer. She served as Associate Artistic Director, Director of New Play Development, and Artistic Producer at Hartford Stage; recently as Program Manager of the ArtsEmerson Ambassador Program; and as Developmental Producer/Tour Manager of Progress Theatre’s musical The Burnin’. Hana also served as co-founder and Artistic Director of Nasir Productions, which brings theater to underserved communities. Directing credits include The Whipping Man, Gem of the Ocean (six CCC nominations), Gee’s Bend (CCC Award Best Ensemble, two nominations), Next Stop Africa, Cassie, The Drum, and IfIdentity. Hana has directed numerous developmental workshops, including Elyzabeth Gregory Wilder’s The Chat and Chew Supper Club. Her plays include All the Women I Used to Be, The Rise and Fall of Day, and The Sprott Cycle Trilogy. Hana is the recipient of the 2009–10 Aetna New Voices Fellowship and Theatre Communications Group (TCG) New Generations Fellowship.

Gavin Witt came to Baltimore Center Stage in 2003, after nearly 15 years in Chicago as an actor, director, dramaturg, translator, and teacher—and co-founder of the classically based greasy joan & co theater. Among his translations and adaptations are a half-dozen Shakespeare plays, including a Jeff-nominated version of Pericles. In addition to working as a dramaturg on scores of productions, readings, and workshops at Baltimore Center Stage, he has helped develop new work around the country. Before making his Baltimore Center Stage mainstage directorial debut with Twelfth Night, Gavin directed more than a dozen Young Playwrights Festival entries, as many new play readings, and the 50th Anniversary Decade Plays for Center Stage. A graduate of Yale and the University of Chicago, he has taught at the University of Chicago, DePaul, and locally at Towson and Peabody Conservatory; served on the advisory boards of several theaters; and spent more than a decade as a regional vice president of the national association of dramaturgs, LMDA.

ARTISTIC

Associate Artistic Director
HANA S. SHARIF

Hana S. Sharif is a director, playwright, and producer. She served as Associate Artistic Director, Director of New Play Development, and Artistic Producer at Hartford Stage; recently as Program Manager of the ArtsEmerson Ambassador Program; and as Developmental Producer/Tour Manager of Progress Theatre’s musical The Burnin’. Hana
Welcome to the newly—and completely—renovated Baltimore Center Stage!

We hope you take the time to look around and see all of the exciting new additions to our theater as well as the professionally restored aspects of this beloved and historic building.

You will notice the names of supporters on the following page, in our lobby, throughout the building, and on the backs of your seats. We are immensely grateful to all those who have contributed to make this transformational renovation possible.

There is still an opportunity to JOIN THE CAMPAIGN
NAME A SEAT IN THE HEAD THEATER.

For a gift of $5,000, we would be delighted to inscribe your name, or the name of a friend or loved one, on a seat in the orchestra—or, for a gift of $2,500, a seat in the balcony.

For more information, please contact our Campaign Manager at 410.986.4027 or by email at pwissman@centerstage.org.

We sincerely thank all of our campaign donors for their tremendously generous support. Without their trust and vision, all of the work we have done and continue to do would not be possible. The following includes gifts of $10,000 or more.
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THE NEW LOOK OF BALTIMORE CENTER STAGE MERCHANDISE

Looking for a unique gift for someone special? Baltimore Center Stage is pleased to offer an introductory line of items for sale including baseball caps, beanies, t-shirts, polo shirts, ties, and mugs. Visit the Sherman Bar & Café on the first floor.

DID YOU KNOW?

GROUP SALES
Groups of 10 or more save! Call 410.986.4033 for details.

EVENT RENTALS
Our unique spaces offer the perfect place to host your next event. Email rentals@centerstage.org with details about your event.

ADVERTISING
We reach upwards of 100,000 audience members each year. For information email ads@centerstage.org.

TOURS
Building Tours begin again in April. Email tours@centerstage.org.
The Center Stage Society represents individual donors who, through their annual contributions of $1,500 or more, provide special opportunities for our artists and audiences. Society members are actively involved through special events, theater-related travel, and behind-the-scenes conversations with theater artists.

SEASON SPONSORS ($50,000+)
Ellen and Ed Bernard
The Charlesmead Foundation
James and Janet Clauson
Lynn and Tony Deering
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation
The Laurens/Hatcher Foundation
Terry H. Morgenthaler and Patrick Kerins
Judy and Scott Phares
Lynn and Philip Rauch
The Shubert Foundation, Inc.
Ms. Nancy Dorman and Mr. Stanley Mazaroff
Brian and Denise Eakes
Ms. Amy Elias and Mr. Richard Pearlstone
Daniel P. Gahagan
John Gerdy and E. Follin Smith
The Arthur J. and Lee R. Ostaffeller Foundation
The Goldsmith Family Foundation
The LaVerne Hahn Charitable Trust
Ms. Wendy Jachman
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Joseph, in honor of Lynn Deering
Francie and John Keenan Townsend and Bob Kent
Keith Lee
Ken and Elizabeth Lundeen
Maryland Humanities Council
The Joseph and Harvey Meyerhoff Family Charitable Funds
Mr. J. William Murray
Charles E. Noell III
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Sherman
Mr. Louis B. Thalheimer and Sharon and Jay Smith

ARTISTS’ CIRCLE ($10,000- $24,999)
The William L. and Victorine Q. Adams Foundation and The Rodgers Family Fund
The Bunting Family Foundation
Ms. Margaret H. Cooke + The Cordish Family
The Helen P. Denit Charitable Trust
Ms. Nancy Dorman and Mr. Stanley Mazaroff
Brian and Denise Eakes
Ms. Amy Elias and Mr. Richard Pearlstone
Daniel P. Gahagan
John Gerdy and E. Follin Smith
The Arthur J. and Lee R. Ostaffeller Foundation
The Goldsmith Family Foundation
The LaVerne Hahn Charitable Trust
Ms. Wendy Jachman
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Joseph, in honor of Lynn Deering
Francie and John Keenan Townsend and Bob Kent
Keith Lee
Ken and Elizabeth Lundeen
Maryland Humanities Council
The Joseph and Harvey Meyerhoff Family Charitable Funds
Mr. J. William Murray
Charles E. Noell III
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Sherman
Mr. Louis B. Thalheimer and Sharon and Jay Smith

PLAYWRIGHTS’ CIRCLE ($5,000- $9,999)
Peter and Millicent Bain
Taunya Banks
Bradie Barr
Meredith and Adam Borden
James T. and Francine G. Brady
Sylvia and Eddie Brown
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Mary Catherine Bunting
August and Melissa Chiasera
The Nathan & Suzanne Cohen Foundation
The Jane and Worth B. Daniels, Jr. Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
The Delaplaine Foundation, Inc.
Walter B. Doggett III and Joanne Doggett
Beth and Michael Falcone
Dick Gamper
The Harry L. Gladding Foundation/Winnie and Neal Borden
Fredye and Adam Gross
The Hecht-Levi Foundation, Inc.
The John J. Leidy Foundation, Inc.
Mr. John McCardell
Robert E. Meyerhoff and Rheda Becker
Dave and Chris Powell
Stephen Richard and Mame Hunt
Blanche and Theo Rodgers
Rona and Arthur Rosenbaum
Barbara and Sig Shapiro
Donald and Mariana Thoms
Ellen J. Remsen Webb & J.W.

SUPPORT BALTIMORE CENTER STAGE
The following list includes gifts of $250 or more made to the Center Stage Annual Fund between July 31, 2015 and January 31, 2017. Although space limitations make it impossible for us to list everyone who helps fund our artistic, education, and community programs, we are enormously grateful to those who contribute to Baltimore Center Stage. We couldn’t do it without you!
Thompson Webb
Loren and Judy Western
Ted and Mary Jo Wiese

**DIRECTORS’ CIRCLE** ($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous
The Lois and Irving Blum Foundation
Drs. Joanna and Harry Brandt
Mr. Dan F. Dent
Mr. Jed Dietz and Dr. Julia McMillan
Judith and Steven B. Fader
Robert and Cheryl Guth
Ralph and Claire Hruban
David and Elizabeth JH Hurwitz
Jenkins Baer Associates
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Jennings, Jr.
Francine and Allan Krumholz
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Linehan/The Linehan Family Foundation, in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
Ms. Sandra Liotta
The Macht Philanthropic Fund of The Associated
Jim and Mary Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mohler, Jr.
Jeanie Murphy
John and Susan Nehra
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. Pakula
Val and Hutch Robbins
Michelle and Nathan Robertson
The Rollins-Luetkemeyer Foundation
Charles and Leslie Schwabe
The Ida and Joseph Shapiro Foundation
Scott and Mimi Somerville
Scott T. Spencer
Mr. Gilbert H. Stewart and Ms. Joyce L. Ulrich
Mr. Michael Styer
Theatre Communications Group
Mr. Kenneth Thompson
United Way of Central Maryland

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher West
Mr. Todd M. Wilson and Mr. Edward Delaplaine
Ms. Linda Woolf

**DESIGNERS’** ($1,500-$2,499)
Anonymous
Scott and Katherine Bissett
The Caplan Family Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Carnell
B.J and Bill Cowie
The Margaret O. Cromwell Family Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Gene DeJackome and Kim Gingras
Andrea and Samuel Fine, in memory of Carole Goldberg
Dr. Gladys Arak Freedman and Dr. Matthew Freedman
Ms. Suzan Garabedian
Pamela and Jonathan Genn, in honor of Beth Falcone
Sandra Levi Gerstung
The Gladstone Family Foundation, in honor of Dr. Pebble Kranz
Dr. Neil Goldberg
Len and Betsy Homer
Mr. Barry Kropf
Barbara P. Shelton
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thomasian
Krissie and Dan Verbic
Nanny and Jack Warren, in honor of Lynn Deering
Cheryl Hudgins Williams and Alonza Williams
Sydney and Ron Wilner
Patricia Yevics-Eisenberg and Stewart Eisenberg

**COMPANY** ($750-$1,499)
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Alter
Ms. Tracy Bacigalupo and Mr. Jake Baker
The Jaye and Dr. Ted Bayless Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Steve and Teri Bennett
Ellen and Mordecai Blaustein
Harriet and Bruce Blum
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Blum
John and Carolyn Boitnott
Jan Boyce
Jason and Mindy Brandt
Susan Bridges and Bill Van Dyke
Dr. and Mrs. Donald D. Brown
Mr. Paul Burclaff
Meredith and Joseph Callanan
The Campbell Foundation, Inc.
Ms. Cheryl Caciand
Ms. Sue Lin Chong
Mr. G. Brian Comes and Mr. Raymond Mitchener, in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
Mr. William Cooke
Jane Cooper and Philip Angell
Bill and Liz Dausch, in honor of Sharon and Jay Smith
The Richard and Rosalee C. Davison Foundation
Mr. Curt Decker
The Deering Family Foundation/Lawrie Deering and Albert F. DeLoskey
The Honorable and Mrs. E. Stephen Derby
Linda Eberhart
The Eliasberg Family Foundation
Sue and Buddy Emerson, in appreciation of Ken and Elizabeth Lundeen
Sidney Emmer
Donald M. and Margaret W. Engvall
Amy and Scott Frew
Dr. Neal Friedlander and Dr. Virginia K. Adams
INDIVIDUALS AND FOUNDATIONS

Frank and Jane Gabor
José and Ginger Galvez
Megan M. Gillick
Stuart and Linda Grossman
Thomas and Barbara Guarnieri
Linda Hambleton Panitz
F. Barton Harvey III and Janet Marie Smith, in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
Bill and Scootsie Hatter
Sandra and Thomas Hess
Mrs. Harriet S. Iglehart
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Imes
Susan and Steve Immelt
Joseph J. Jaffa
Mr. Larry Jennings
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Jensen
Max Jordan
Ms. Shirley Kaufman
Ms. Deborah Kielty
H.R. LaBar Family Foundation Fund of The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
The Herschel and Judith Langenthal Philanthropic Fund
Andrea Laporte
Jonna and Fred Lazarus
Dr. and Mrs. George Lentz, Jr.
Mr. Stephan Levine and Ms. Lynn Weisberg
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence M. Macks
Mr. Alan Macksey
Mrs. Diane Markman
Maryland Charity Campaign
Ms. Sybil Mead and Mr. Dan Lerasis
Brad Mendelson
John Messmore
Joseph and Jane Meyer
The Montag Family Fund of The Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta, in honor of Beth Falcone
The Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bank Family Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Amy and Bruce Barnett
Ms. Patricia Baum
Melissa A. Behm
Mr. Gary Bess
Ms. Anne Berman
The Honorable Catherine Blake and Dr. Frank Eisenberg
Ms. Katharine C. Blakeslee
Rachel and Steve Bloom, in honor of Beth Falcone
Mr. and Mrs. Steven and Renee Bookoff
Mr. Michael Borowitz and Ms. Barbara Crain
Margaret and Michael Bowler
Mr. and Mrs. A. Stanley Brager, Jr.
Ms. Michelle Brown
Cindy Candelori
The Jim and Anne Cantler Memorial Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Ms. June Carr
Joe and Missy Carrier
Mr. and Mrs. David Carter
Mr. and Mrs. James Case
Ms. Jan Caughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Christ
Tracey L. Chunn
Ann K. Clapp
Brenda M. Cley, M.D.
Ms. Clare Cochran
Mr. William Coffey
Joan Develin Coley and Lee Rice
The Elsa and Stanton Collins Charitable Fund
Ida and Emmett Collins, in honor of Elizabeth Hurwitz

ADVOCATES ($250-$749)

Anonymous
Ms. Diane Abeloff, in memory of Martin Abeloff
Ms. Madeline R. Abramson
Robbie Q. Adams
Bradley and Lindsay Alger, in honor of George J. Staubus
The Alsop Family Foundation

Mrs. Alexander Armstrong
Ms. Susan Arnold and Mr. Richard Ochs
Mr. Alan M. Arrowsmith II
Deborah and Stephen Awalt
Ayd Transport
Robert and Dorothy Bair
Mike Baker
The Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bank Family Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Amy and Bruce Barnett
Ms. Patricia Baum
Melissa A. Behm
Mr. Gary Bess
Ms. Anne Berman
The Honorable Catherine Blake and Dr. Frank Eisenberg
Ms. Katharine C. Blakeslee
Rachel and Steve Bloom, in honor of Beth Falcone
Mr. and Mrs. Steven and Renee Bookoff
Mr. Michael Borowitz and Ms. Barbara Crain
Margaret and Michael Bowler
Mr. and Mrs. A. Stanley Brager, Jr.
Ms. Michelle Brown
Cindy Candelori
The Jim and Anne Cantler Memorial Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Ms. June Carr
Joe and Missy Carrier
Mr. and Mrs. David Carter
Mr. and Mrs. James Case
Ms. Jan Caughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Christ
Tracey L. Chunn
Ann K. Clapp
Brenda M. Cley, M.D.
Ms. Clare Cochran
Mr. William Coffey
Joan Develin Coley and Lee Rice
The Elsa and Stanton Collins Charitable Fund
Ida and Emmett Collins, in honor of Elizabeth Hurwitz

Baltimore Center Stage
Combined Charity Campaign
Combined Federal Campaign
The Constantinides Family Foundation
David and Sara Cooke
Betty and Stephen Cooper
Scott and Patricia Corbett
Janet M. Curnoles, in honor of Sarah Curnoles
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius P. Darcy
Mr. Lewis Davis
Richard and Lynda Davis
Robert and Janice Davis
James DeGraffenreidt and Mychelle Farmer
David and Emily Demsky
Rosetta and Matt DeVito
Susan and Joachim Diedrich
Ms. Mary Downs
Ina and Ed Dreiband
The Suzy and Eddie Dunn Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation, in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
Lynne Durbin and John-Francis Mergen
Joyce L. Edington
Patricia Egan and Peter Hegeman
Mr. James Engler
Mrs. Christine Engler
Faith and Edgar Feingold, in memory of Sally W. Feingold
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Felser
Sandra and John Ferriter
Bob and Susie Fetter
Merle and David Fishman
Bill and Winnie Flattery
Dr. and Mrs. Robert P. Fleishman
Lindsay and Bruce Fleming
Donna Flynn
Joan and David Forester
Ms. Nancy Freyman
Mr. Francis Gallagher
Mark and Patti Gillen
Hal and Pat Gilreath
Dr. Larry Goldstein and Dr. Diane Pappas
Mary and Richard Gorman
Marsha Grayson and Harold Hersch
Michael and Susan Guarnieri
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Gutman
Joseph and Christine Hall
Mr. Roosevelt Harris, Jr.
Alma Hays and John Ginovsky
Rachel and Ian Heavers
Sue Hess
Mrs. James J. Hill, Jr., in memory of James J. Hill Jr.
Dr. Dahlia Hirsch and Dr. Barry Wohl
James and Rosemary Hormuth
Ms. Irene Hornick
The A. C. and Penney Hubbard Foundation
Kelly and Andre Hunter
Sarah and John Issacs
Bob Jackson Landscapes, Inc.
Mr. William Jacob
James and Hillary Aidus Jacobs
Mr. and Mrs. Robert and Thea Jones
Ann H. Kahan
Mr. John Kane
Richard and Judith Katz
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Kellner
Stephen and Laurie Kelly, in memory of Rodney Stieff
Alane and George Kimes
Roland King and Judith Phair King
Deborah King-Young and Daniel Young
Joyce and Robert Knodell
Donald Knox and Mary Towery, in memory of Carolyn Knox and Gene Towery
Ms. Nancy Kochuk
Stewart and Carol Koehler
Joseph M. and Judy K. Langmead
Kevin Larrawe and Lucy Robins
Mr. and Mrs. William Larson
Lainy Lebow-Sachs and Leonard Sachs
Dr. and Mrs. Yuan C. Lee
Mr. Raymond Lenhard, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Lesser
Marilyn Leuthold
Sara W. Levi
Dr. and Mrs. John Lion
Kenneth and Christine Lobo
The Ethel M. Looram Foundation, Inc.
Amy Macht and George Grose
Nancy Magnuson and Jay Harrel, in honor of Betty and Edgar Sweren
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Mann
The Manziello Family Foundation
Matthew and Eileen Margolies
The Dr. Frank C. Marino Foundation, Inc.
Jeanne E. Marsh
Don Martin
Aida and James Matters
Ms. Carol B. McCord, in memory of Donald and Betty Rothman
Mary L. McGeady
Teri L. Menke
Mary and Barry Menne
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy E. Meredith
Mr. John Merrill
Stephanie F. Miller, in honor of The Lee S. Miller, Jr. Family
Tracy Miller and Paul Arnest, in honor of Stephanie Miller
Faith and Ted Millsapough
James W. and Shirley A. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Moore
Dr. and Mrs. C.L. Moravec
Ms. Jill Morgenthaler, in honor of Terry Morgenthaler
Wilbert Moultrie
Beth and George Murnaghan
Stephen and Terry Needel
Ms. Katherine Newberger
Claire D. O’Neill
Ms. Jo-Ann Mayer Orlinksy
Fronda Cohen Ottenheimer and Richard Ottenheimer
The P.R.F.B. Charitable Foundation, in memory of Shirley Feinstein Blum
Justine and Ken Parezo
Kevin and Joyce Parks
Fred and Grazina Pearson
Linda and Gordon Peltz
Dr. and Mrs. James M. Pepple
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Phillips
Mr. William Phillips
Ron and Pat Pilling
Bonnie L. Pitt
David and Wendy Pitts
Leslie and Gary Plotnick
R. Crystal Polatty and
Michael J. Stott, in honor of
Whitney Alison Stott
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Posner
Bryan and Karen Powell
Kate R. and David Powell
Jill and Darren Pratt
Robert E. Prince and
Anne L. Prince
Carolyn Raff
Dr. Jonas Rappeport and
Alma Smith
Ms. Shurndia Reaves
Cyndy Renoff and
George Taler
Dr. Michael Repka and
Dr. Mary Anne Facciolo
Phoebe Reynolds
Natasha and Keenan Rice
Mrs. Peggy L. Rice
Alison and Arnold Richman
Ida and Jack Roadhouse
Jane and Stanley Rodbell and
James R. Shapiro
Mary and Paul Roberts
Joan and Jonathan Rogers
The Rolfe Company
Mr. Joe Rooney
Susan Rosebery and
Barbara Blom
Wendy Rosen and
Richard Weisman
Michael Rosenbaum and
Amy Kiesel
Mr. and Mrs.
Henry A. Rosenberg, Jr.
Michael Ross
Rovner Products, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rusk
Sheila and Steve Sachs

Steven and Lee Sachs
Monica and Arnold Sagner
Jessica and Glen Schan
The Eugene and Alice
Schreiber Philanthropic Fund
Mr. Richard Schwartz
Dr. Cynthia Sears
Dr. Carl Shanholz and
Dr. Ruth Horowitz
Leslie Shepard
Mr. Bruce Sholk and
Ms. Beth Kaplan
Mrs. Kimberly Shorter
Dr. and Mrs. Edward M.M. Sills
Dr. Donald Slowinski
Sharon and John Stanton
Pamela A. Stevens
Clare H. Stewart,
in honor of Bill Geenen
Mr. Gerhard F. Stronkowski
Cindy and Fred Thompson
Mr. Aaron Tripp
Doctors Harold and
Robin Tucker
Laura and Neil Tucker,
on honor of Beth Falcone
Sharon and David Tufaro
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tyler
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Tyrangiel
Ms. Katherine Urquhart
Mr. Eli Velder
Mr. and Mrs. David Warshawsky
Mr. John Wessner
Ms. Camille Wheeler and
Mr. William Marshall
Ms. Michelle Whelley
Stephen and Edie Winegrad
Velda Yelity-Paul
Eric and Pam Young
Clair Zamoiski Segal
William D. Zerhouni and
Uriyoan Colon-Ramos

**SPECIAL GRANTS & GIFTS:**

The Leading National Theatres
Program, a joint initiative of
the Doris Duke Charitable
Foundation and The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation

**GOVERNMENT GRANTS**

Center Stage is funded by an
operating grant from the
Maryland State Arts Council, an
agency dedicated to cultivating
a vibrant cultural community
where the arts thrive. Funding
for the Maryland State Arts
Council is also provided by the
National Endowment for the
Arts, a federal agency.

Baltimore County Executive,
County Council, & Commission
on Arts and Sciences

Carroll County Government
Howard County Arts Council
through a grant from Howard
County Government

Center Stage has been funded
by the Mayor Stephanie
Rawlings-Blake and the
Baltimore Office of Promotion
and the Arts.

**MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES**

The Abell Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America
BGE
The Black & Decker
Corporation
Brown Capital Management,
Inc.
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Deutsche Bank Americas
Foundation
IBM Foundation
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
JMI Equity
Kraft Foods
McCormick Foundation
Norfolk Southern Foundation
PNC Bank
T. Rowe Price Foundation
UBS Wealth Management
Verizon
Western Union

We make every effort to provide
accurate acknowledgement of
our contributors. We appreciate
your patience and assistance in
keeping our lists current. To advise
us of corrections, please call
410.986.4024.
Pain Management for Adults and Children. Trina Lion, L.Ac.

Acupressure and Acupuncture
New York trained
11 years experience in China
Mt. Washington and Mercy
Medical Center offices
Home bound care possible

trinaliontcm@gmail.com
410-596-8320
trinaliontcm.com
CAMP CENTER STAGE

a two-week day camp for grades 1-12

Working with a team of professional teaching artists, campers build creative confidence and self-awareness, culminating in a presentation inside Baltimore Center Stage’s newly renovated theater.

ACTING
DANCE
CIRCUS ARTS
THEATER PRODUCTION
CONFIDENCE BUILDING & SELF-EXPRESSION

Starting Jun 26, 2017
$750 includes
A Camp CS t-shirt, daily snack, and a full day of fun activities! Scholarships available.

700 NORTH CALVERT STREET
CENTERSTAGE.ORG
EDUCATION

Baltimore Center Stage engages nearly 10,000 Maryland students each season through our education programs. This year, as a result of the Campaign for Center Stage, we’re excited to expand our education offerings with the new Eddie C. and C. Sylvia Brown Education Department.

The renovation includes a brand new education space on the fourth floor—The Eddie C. and C. Sylvia Brown Education Center—perfect for classes, workshops, and other programs. This dedicated space will allow us to offer educational programs every day after school and also on weekends.

We offer a place for students to engage with theater in a safe space, discover more about themselves, explore their creativity, and connect with other creative and curious young people in their community. Following are some of the ways our education programs enrich the lives of students in Baltimore and throughout Maryland.

YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS FESTIVAL

The 2016/17 Season marks the 31st year of Baltimore Center Stage’s Young Playwrights Festival. Through this program, students in grades K–12 throughout Maryland submit original plays—and several are honored with workshops, in-school performances, and even performances at our theater. Every submission is read by two members of the Baltimore Center Stage team, and each student receives valuable feedback on his or her work. Educators and students also benefit from our Young Playwrights Residencies, a program through which our experienced teaching artists work with local teachers for six to eight weekly sessions to take students through the playwriting process.

CAMP CENTER STAGE

Camp Center Stage offers two-week summer day camp sessions for students in grades 1–12. Building on the success of the past, we plan to offer even more classes led by talented teaching artists from around the state.

STUDENT MATINEES

Our Student Matinee Series allows teachers to introduce their students to theater. Student Matinees include lively pre-performance in-class visits by our teaching artists, guided tours, and a post-show discussion with the actors.

EXPANDING OUR ENGAGEMENT

The Eddie C. and C. Sylvia Brown Education Department will allow us to expand our engagement as we continue to educate and inspire tomorrow’s audiences, enriching individual lives and ensuring a strong future for the arts in our communities.
The Helmand is proud to partner with Baltimore Center Stage!

Sun – Thurs 5pm/10pm
Fri – Sat 5pm/11pm
806 N. Charles Street.
Baltimore, MD 21201
Tel: 410.752.0311
Web: Helmand.com

DELIVERY AVAILABLE THROUGH ORDER UP AND UBEREATS

Celebrating 25 years of serving exquisite Afghan Cuisine

The Helmand
Cuisine from Afghanistan

806 N. Charles Street.
Baltimore, MD 21201
Tel: 410.752.0311
Web: Helmand.com

DELIVERY AVAILABLE THROUGH DASH OR FOODLER

The Helmand is proud to partner with Baltimore Center Stage!

Baltimore Center Stage Patrons 15% Off
available at Centre Street location only

T-TH 3PM-10PM/ F-S 3PM-2am/Sunday Brunch 10AM-4PM

NOW OPEN: FLAVOR AT BALTIMORE CENTER STAGE
visit us on the second floor 2 hours before curtain
Ileana Martinez-Castillo and her granddaughter, Isabella “Izzy” Hills, have attended Together at the Table* over the last few years. Together at the Table invites Baltimore families to enjoy a meal and a discussion with actors before a matinee show, all for less than the price of a movie ticket. Izzy has also attended three summers of Camp Center Stage—a two-week day camp that uses the performing arts to inspire self-confidence and self-awareness. We asked them a few questions about their experience:

**How long have you and Izzy been seeing shows at Baltimore Center Stage?**
I’ve been seeing shows here since 2005. Izzy started coming when she was six.

**What is special about Together at the Table?**
The thing that is so great is getting to meet the actors and talk to them before the play. You get to ask questions about their background—they come from all over the US. And some of them didn’t start acting until they were older. So Izzy has gotten to hear the whole range of professional experiences—from where they started to where they are now. She has learned that it’s never too late to follow your dreams.

**What has Izzy’s experience at Camp Center Stage been like?**
The first year was hard because she was very young—she had some anxiety. But after meeting Kristina and Roz and Mama Maria, she really got into it. And the past two years she had a great time. She wants to do more acting and dancing. She enjoys hip hop, African, modern, and step. And she also does gymnastics. Now I think she feels more comfortable performing; she’s really blossomed.

**Do you have a favorite play you’ve seen here?**
Izzy’s favorite was *Amadeus*. She loved the costumes and the music! We also loved *Marley*—Izzy danced in the lobby. They always transform the lobby so that you actually feel like you are in the place and time of the play. So for the kids especially, they get such a full spectrum experience.

**What are your favorite things about seeing theater at Baltimore Center Stage with your granddaughter?**
If Izzy’s not sure what’s going on in a play, she’ll ask questions, and she’ll ask about the characters’ motivations. She always wants to know more. I think that all of the plays at Baltimore Center Stage spark conversations—that’s what art should be.

*Formerly “Kickin’ It with the ‘Rents”*
“ROSTON IS TOTALLY CONVINCING AS HATHAWAY.”
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

This powerful one-man show with music is based on the life of 70s soul singer and composer Donny Hathaway, perhaps best known for his duets with Roberta Flack, “The Closer I Get to You” and “Where is the Love?”

MAINSTAGE: PEARLSTONE THEATER

“TWISTED MELODIES” BY KELVIN ROSTON
DIRECTED BY DERRICK SANDERS
BASED ON THE LIFE OF DONNY HATHAWAY
MAR 17–APR 16

A MUSICAL HOMAGE TO A SOULFUL LEGEND
Toni Morrison’s exhilarating novel explores complex familial relationships while evoking rhythmic nuances of life during the Harlem Renaissance.

MAINSTAGE: HEAD THEATER

JAZZ

BY NAMBI E. KELLEY
DIRECTED BY KWAME KWEI-ARMAH
BASED ON THE BOOK BY TONI MORRISON

MAY 19 – JUN 25

“JAZZ IS THE VERY FORM AND VOICE OF THIS WONDERFUL BOOK.”

THE BALTIMORE SUN
We are thrilled to introduce the next generation of theatergoers to the joys of high-quality theater.

Inaugurating the new Family Series is Maria Broom: television actress, theater educator, and beloved storyteller.

**IF I HAD A SUPER POWER**
Sat, Mar 18

**SONGS AND STORIES FOR LITTLE OLD CHILDREN**
Sat, Apr 22

**WHEN THE CHILDREN DANCE**
Sat, May 20
exclusive sensory-friendly performance

**RETURN OF THE STORY MOTHER**
Sat, Jun 20

ALL TICKETS $15

BEST SUITED FOR FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN AGES 5–10

ALL 4 PERFORMANCES WILL BE HELD AT 10:30 AM

RUNTIME 45–60 MINS (NO INTERMISSION)

TICKETS CENTERSTAGE.ORG 410.332.0033

---

**INTRODUCING THE THIRD SPACE**

This new, highly flexible third theater space will be home for bold, adventurous work. From experimental works to fresh initiatives that don’t normally reach our main stages, these will offer thrilling, unexpected ventures. With a shorter run in a smaller space, these journeys will be a special treasure for new and longtime patrons alike.
New Play Development
In addition to bringing you Mainstage productions like *The White Snake*, we are committed to nurturing the development of new plays.

One example is our commission of a new play based on Toni Morrison’s *Jazz*. For nearly a year, playwright Nambi E. Kelley has been shaping her adaptation of the novel, and over the past several months, actors from New York, DC, and Baltimore have joined our Artistic Team to help explore the creative vision for the show through a series of workshops and readings. Baltimore Center Stage audiences will enjoy the resulting production in our new Head Theater this spring.

*Jazz* isn’t the only play Baltimore Center Stage has supported this season. Through Play Labs, commissions, and other initiatives, we’ve offered artistic support and resources to a number of works in development.

- **Larissa FastHorse’s**
- *The Thanksgiving Play* for the Fall 2016 Play Lab

- **Gifted**, a commissioned piece by Paul Anthony Morris

- **Fox Foundation Fellow and Playwright-in-Residence Gavin Lawrence** for his new play, *The Black Body*

- **Writer/Performer Dan Hoyle** with a new project for the Spring 2017 Play Lab (May 12–14)

Wright Now Play Later
This season we also began a new project to involve the public in the playwriting process, a program we named Wright Now Play Later (WNPL). A spin-off of Wright-Right-Now, our successful micro-commissioning series, WNPL aimed to generate conversation outside the theater walls through social media, expand our engagement with artists and audience members, and celebrate the unconventional theatrical spaces Baltimore has to offer.

For one week each month from October through January, we collaborated with local actors, global playwrights, and online audiences to commission, create, and perform original short plays at pop-up locations around the city. With playwrights contributing from California to Chile, and actors performing at venues such as the Charm City Carousel and Baltimore Penn Station, WNPL brought over three dozen new plays into the world.

While WNPL is on hiatus, you can get your very own new play commissioned through Wright-Right-Now. Look for our Wrights in our updated lobby on select dates during the run of *The White Snake*.
NEIGHBORHOOD PARTNERS

Baltimore Center Stage is pleased to have partnerships with a variety of neighborhood restaurants and hotels.

Please take a moment to review our partners and be sure to visit them when you are in the neighborhood! Gold Partners provide special discounts or offers to Center Stage patrons. Visit our website for more details on these exclusive offers.

1. BREW HOUSE NO. 16
831 N. Calvert St.
410.659.4084

2. DOOBY’S
802 N. Charles St.
410.609.3162

3. THE ELEPHANT
924 N. Charles St.
443.447.7878

4. FLAVOR
15 E. Centre St.
443.563.2279

5. THE HELMAND
806 N. Charles St.
410.752.0311

6. LA CAKERIE
1216 N. Charles St.
443.449.6699

7. MARIE LOUISE BISTRO
904 N. Charles St.
410.385.9946

8. MICK O’SHEA’S
328 N. Charles St.
410.539.7504

9. MT. VERNON STABLE & SALOON
909 N. Charles St.
410.685.7427

10. PLATES
210 E. Centre St.
443.453.9139

11. POETS MODERN COCKTAILS & EATS AT THE HOTEL INDIGO
24 W. Franklin St.
443.961.3400

12. THE ROOM
800 St. Paul St.
443.438.7889

13. SASCHA’S
527 N. Charles St.
410.539.6103

14. WAREHOUSE 518
518 N. Charles St.
443.869.3381

15. HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON
8 E. Pleasant St.
410.576.1200

16. HOTEL INDIGO
24 W. Franklin St.
410.625.6200

17. THE IVY HOTEL
205 E. Biddle St.
800.964.1283

18. THE CLASSIC CATERING PEOPLE
99 Painters Mill Rd.
Owings Mills
410.356.1666

19. LORD BALTIMORE HOTEL
20 W. Baltimore St.
410.539.8400

20. GERTRUDE’S
10 Art Museum Dr.
410.889.3399

LANDMARKS

A. WASHINGTON MONUMENT
699 Washington Pl.

B. THE WALTERS ART MUSEUM
600 N. Charles St.

C. THE ENGINEERS CLUB
11 W. Mt. Vernon Pl.

D. PEABODY INSTITUTE
1 E. Mt. Vernon Pl.

E. ENOCH PRATT FREE LIBRARY
400 Cathedral St.

F. THE BALTIMORE SUN
501 N. Calvert St.

FARTHER AFIELD

18. THE CLASSIC CATERING PEOPLE
99 Painters Mill Rd.
Owings Mills
410.356.1666

19. LORD BALTIMORE HOTEL
20 W. Baltimore St.
410.539.8400

20. GERTRUDE’S
10 Art Museum Dr.
410.889.3399
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAFF</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artistic Director</strong></td>
<td>Kwame Kwei-Armah OBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managing Director</strong></td>
<td>Michael Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADMINISTRATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Managing Director</td>
<td>Del W. Risberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Assistant to the Managing Directors</td>
<td>Kevin Maroney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration Fellow</td>
<td>Antonio Eubanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities Manager</td>
<td>Jim Bargman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Engineer</td>
<td>Harry Piasciski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Supervisor</td>
<td>James Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial Services Supervisor</td>
<td>Wylie Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTISTIC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Artistic Director</td>
<td>Hana S. Sharif</td>
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<tr>
<td>Associate Director/Director of Dramaturgy</td>
<td>Gavin WItt</td>
</tr>
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<td>Artistic Producer/Director of Community Programs</td>
<td>Daniel Bryant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artistic Administrator</td>
<td>Stephanie Rolland</td>
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<td>Company Manager</td>
<td>Jennifer Roller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artistic Assistant</td>
<td>Danielle Turner</td>
</tr>
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<td>Jack Dee</td>
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<td>Digital Media Fellow</td>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Development Director</td>
<td>Steve Haddad</td>
</tr>
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<td>Associate Director of Development</td>
<td>Sabrina S. Thornton</td>
</tr>
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<td><strong>CORPORATE RELATIONS</strong></td>
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<td>Corporate Relations Manager</td>
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<td>Campaign Manager</td>
<td>Paul Wissman</td>
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<td>David Kanter</td>
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<td>Special Events Coordinator</td>
<td>Lisa Porter</td>
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<td>Sydney Wilner</td>
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<td>Norma Cohen</td>
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<td>Brian Novotny</td>
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<td>Education Intern</td>
<td>Rachel Varley</td>
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<td>Teaching Artists</td>
<td>Maria Broom, Lauren Inwold, Zipporah Brown, Vaunita Goodman, Deidre McAllister, Jerry Miles, Jr., C.Jay Philip, Courtney Proctor, Virginia Remsberg, D. Wambui Richardson, Andrew Stromyer, Susan Stroupe, Josh Thomas, Ann Turiano, Jacob Zabawa, and The Jokesters: Steve Bauer and Marianne Wittelsberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Director of Finance</td>
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Baltimore Center Stage operates under an agreement between LORT and Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States. The following individuals and organizations contributed to this production of The White Snake:

**Assistant Lighting Designer**
Aaron Tacy

**Assistant to the Wig Designer**
Sara Donovan

**Audio Assistants**
Madeline Brumback, Cory Raynor

**Audio Specialists**
Eric Lott, Nicholas Pope

**Board Operator**
Alison Burris

**Casting Assistants**
Alexa Magnotto, Ari Rudess

**Drapers**
Ginny McKeever, April McKinnis, Christopher Schramm

**Electricians**
Jake Epp, Lillie Kahkonen, Erin Teachman

**First Hand**
Lauren Pederson

**Front of House Engineer**
Daniel Hogan

**Projections Operator**
Jose Rosero

**Props Overhire**
Jacob Zabawa

**Rigger**
Sam Martin

**Scenery Intern**
Sam Gallagher

**Stage Carpenter**
Alison Perrone

**Spool Operator**
Dalton White

**Stitcher**
Sue Holmes

**Stitcher/Wardrobe**
Sarah Lamar

**Wardrobe**
Sarah Satterwhite
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Baltimore Center Stage operates under an agreement between LORT and Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.

The scenic, costume, lighting, and sound designers in LORT theaters are represented by United Scenic Artists, Local USA-829 of the IATSE.

Musicians engaged by Baltimore Center Stage perform under the terms of an agreement between Center Stage and Local 40543, American Federation of Musicians. Baltimore Center Stage is a constituent of Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the national organization for the nonprofit professional theater, and is a member of the League of Resident Theatres (LORT), the national collective bargaining organization of professional regional theaters.
FOR OUR AUDIENCES

DINING
The Sherman Café & Bar is located on the first floor. Our restaurant food provider, Flavor at Baltimore Center Stage, will be serving dinner and small plates on the second floor with a limited menu of small plates available for order at the first floor bars. The brand new Nancy K. Roche Bar in the Deering Lounge on the fourth floor will be open during Head performances. Our food and beverage service will begin two hours before each performance. The Roche Chapel will no longer offer bar services.

DRINKS
Drinks from our bars are welcome in the theater; lids are required. Please no food in the theater. No outside food or drinks.

PHONES & RECORDING
Please silence all phones and electronic devices before the show and after intermission. Photography, audio recording, and video recording are strictly forbidden.

BATHROOMS
New bathrooms are now available on the second floor, in addition to newly renovated facilities on the first and fourth floors.

BOX OFFICE
The new Marilyn Meyerhoff Box Office on the first floor can service all patron needs regarding purchasing tickets, will call, listening devices, braille and large print programs, and address any of your questions.

ON-STAGE SMOKING
We use tobacco-free herbal imitations for any on-stage smoking and do everything possible to minimize the impact and amount of smoke that drifts into the audience. Let our Box Office or front of house personnel know if you’re smoke sensitive.

CHILDREN
Children under six are not allowed in the theater, except for Family Series shows and special events like Back Stage @ Center Stage.

ACCESSIBILITY

MOBILITY
Wheelchair-accessible seating is available for every performance.

VISUAL ASSISTANCE
The Audio Description/Touch Tour performances of The White Snake take place on Sun, March 19 at 2 pm and 7:30 pm. Touch tours present a pre-show opportunity to feel props and set pieces on stage. Large print and braille programs are available upon request.

AUDIO ASSISTANCE
An Open Captioned performance of The White Snake takes place on Sun, Mar 19 at 7:30 pm. Assistive listening devices are available to be borrowed at no cost.

PARKING
If you are parking in the Baltimore Sun Garage (diagonally across from the theater at Monument & Calvert) you can pay via credit card at the pay station in the garage lobby or at the in-lane pay station as you exit. If you have a pre-paid voucher, proceed directly to your vehicle and enter your voucher after inserting the parking ticket received upon entering the garage. We do not validate parking tickets.

LATE SEATING
Latecomers will be seated at the house manager’s discretion.

FEEDBACK
We hope you have an enjoyable, stress-free experience! Your feedback and suggestions are always welcome: info@centerstage.org.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

ONLINE AUCTION 2017
Sponsored by The Baltimore Sun
MAR 26–APR 2

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS!

Baltimore Center Stage’s Auction is now accepting donations!

By donating an item for bid, you help ensure the future of Baltimore Center Stage programs and initiatives.

Visit centerstage.org/auction for details.

If you have questions or items you wish to donate, please contact Sydney Wilner swilner@centerstage.org or 410.986.4025.

PREVIEW:
MAR 24–25, 2017

BIDDING:
MAR 26–APR 2, 2017
– Perspectives: Two Multi-Speaker Programs at the USNA in Annapolis:

  BREXIT! How will it affect the European Union?
  All-Day Mini Law School.
  Plus a separate Mini Law School in Baltimore

– Planet Nine—Does it Exist?

– The Art and Magic of the Tarot

– Legacy of the Ancients—Art with Joseph Cassar

– Emily Dickinson and Dorothy Parker come alive with Colleen Webster’s A Living History

For more information, a free catalog, or to register CALL (410) 516-8516

www.Odyssey.jhu.edu